This paper provides a method for approzimating the probability distributions of stationary statistics in FIFO single server queues. The method is based on the Wiener Hopf factorization technique, and is applied to semi-Markov queues where the underlying state space is of unlimited size. A particularly important case is a model for a statistical multiplezer where the net input process forms a stationary ergodic Gaussian discretetime stochastic process.
Introduction
Stationary FIFO single server queues have been used to model a wide range of telecommunications systems and networks serving various bursty traffic streams. Unfortunately, however, the complexity arising from the need to represent real life situations often leads to models with a large (or infinite) underlying state space, which are analytically and computationally intractable by conventional methods. In this paper, we introduce a method for analyzing such queues. The method leads, in some cases, to simple, closed form formulae which are sufficiently accurate for dimensioning purposes.
It has been suggested by Maglaris et al. [ The traffic models that have been proposed so far have been based on renewal, batch Poisson, and Markov modulated Poisson processes, their discrete counterparts, and on fluid flow approximations. However, none of these models is general enough to capture the full range of second order statistics (i.e. variance and autocovariance), and at the same time lead to explicit performance results. A general stationary single server queue can be modelled as a semi-Markov queue with an underlying Markov process with infinite state space. Where necessary, such an underlying process can contain information about the entire history of the queue. The analysis of such semi-Markov queues, presented in this paper, can get us closer to solutions for queues fed by a general stationary process which in turn can be applied to the open problems described above. A general solution for the stationary waiting time distribution for semi-Markov queues based on spectral factorization was originally developed by Miller [16, 17, 18] . Miller considered cases with finite underlying state space. This work has been extended in [1, 5, 6, 7] to include cases where the state space of the underlying Markov process is infinite. However, no indication of computational methods is given in [5, 6, 7] , while the method in [l] is seldom practical for problems with a large state space. It has been observed in [18, 23] that under quite general conditions, the tail of the stationary complementary waiting time distribution (which is the part of most interest in many applications) is of the form c e d * t , where s* is obtainable as the negative real root of a certain functional equation which lies closest to the origin. In this paper we extend this result to semi-Markov queues where the underlying state space is infinite. In 0743-166W93 $03.00 0 1993 IEEE 7c.2.1
[4], an approximate formula for the coefficient c was derived and checked by means of simulation. In this paper a new method for evaluating c is introduced. An important application of the method presented here is to a single server queue where the net input process to the queue forms a stationary ergodic Gaussian discretetime process. The net input process is defined, in this paper, as the difference between the arrival process and the process representing the c i~ pacity of the server to render service. We derive an exact analytical solution for s* and an approximation for c based on the new method. Numerically, there is little difference between the formula in (41 and the formula presented here, however the new formula is simpler.
TheModel
We consider a single server FIFO queue with an infinite buffer. Let time be divided into consecutive intervals. The endpoints of these intervals are referred to as epochs. We say that the nth and the n+lst epochs are the endpoints of the nth interval. The epochs should correspond to sampling times that see time averages, or to all relevant time instants, e.g. the natural points of arrivals.
A process (Xn,Yn) is said to be a semi-Murkou sequence 1191 if P{Xn+1, Yn+lIXn, Yn, x n -1 , Yn-1, --e} = P{Xn+l,Yn+1Ixn}.
The first component of a semi-Markov sequence (Xn, Yn)) namely the (Xn) process, will be called here the underlying Markov process. In the present context, the second component, the (Y,) process, is the abovementioned net input process.
Let Vn represent the unfinished work at the beginning of the nth sampling interval. Usually, the unfinished work process satisfies the recurrence relation:
(1)
where VO = 0 and Yn is the net input process given by in which An denotes the additional new work arriving during the nth interval (or the nth customer service time), and Bn denotes the maximum work which can be processed during the nth interval (or inter-arrival time between the nth and the n + 1st customers).
A queue in which V, , satisfies (1) for some semiMarkov sequence (Xn, Yn)nzo is referred to as a semiMurkov queue. For any stochastic process {R,,}nzo, P{Rm E A} denotes the stationary probability of the events {R.,, E A}. Accordingly, the random variable V, represents the unfinished work in steady state. As usual, define the utilization by p = E{Am}/E{Bm}.
We require for stability that E{Ym} < 0 or equivalently p < 1.
In this paper we provide a method to obtain the statistics of V , . Because the recurrence (1) is also applicable to the queue size process with An (Bn) as the number of customers arriving (can be served) during the nth interval, an equivalent treatment can be a p plied to queue size analysis by z-transform [l] . A general solution for the stationary distribution of Vn in a semi-Markov queue is given in the next section. This solution is very often extremely difficult to compute, however it leads to the useful approximate solution described in section 4.
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Theoretical Background
In this section we provide background on the theory of Markov and semi-Markov kernels and spectral factorization of Laplace transforms of semi-Markov kernels as applied to the distribution of V , .
Markov and Semi-Markov Kernels
Denote the state space of Xn by E, with associated sigma algebra of measurable sets E. Let us denote by K the vector space of all bounded kernels, defined on E. That is to say, any K E K is a function from E x C to R (the real line) with the properties that for any x E 8, K ( x , -) is a measure on 8, and for any set A E E, K ( -, A ) is a measurable function on E, and where the II.II on the Right Hand Side (RHS) denotes total variation (see Ill] for a definition of total variation).
If K E K and f is a bounded, real-valued, measurable function on H, Kf is defined t o equal the bounded, real-valued, measurable function Here x H g(z) is used to denote the function which maps x to g(z), and this integral, and all others in this paper, are Lebesgue integrals 1111. If K E K and p is a finite, signed measure on 8, p K is defined to equal the signed measure A H JS K ( x , A)p(dx).
These definitions allow us to interpret any kernel as a linear operator on the space of bounded measurable functions and on the space of finite signed measures. Notice that we write the kernel on the right of the operand when it is operating on a measure, and on
the left when it is operating on a bounded measurable function.
A bounded measurable function f induces a linear functional on the space of finite signed measures by the mapping: p pf = s f d p . Note that this mapping can be interpreted as defining a product operation between measures and measurable functions.
Finally, we define the product of two kernels, K and With this product, K forms a Banach algebra (I]. Because all the integrals in question are absolutely convergent, the product operations just defined amongst kernels, measures and functions is associative. We therefore write, for example, pKf instead of either
The function Q ( z , A ) = P{X,+1 E AIX, = z} is a kernel in K referred to as the kernel of the Markov process {X,). Such kernels are called Markov kernels. Using the kernel product just defined, the kernel
Q i ( z , A ) has the interpretation
The kernel H of the semi-Markov process (X,, Y,) is defined by:
.
It is a function from H x C x R to R with the natural measurability properties, in which R denotes the sigma algebra of Bore1 sets on R. Kernels of this type are known as semi-Markov kernels. The product of two semi-Markov kernels H and J is defined by:
H(z, d y x d z ) J ( y , A x ( B -2 ) ) . L x R H J ( s , A x B ) =
The collection of all bounded semi-Markov kernels also forms a Banach algebra [I]. We say that a semiMarkov kernel H is concentrated on the set S E R if H ( s , A x U ) = 0 whenever U n S = 4 (4 denotes the empty set). The Laplace transform of a semi-Markov kernel H is the kernel-valued function 8 ( 3 ) such that
The domain of this function includes the imaginary axis. There exist two real numbers 6-5 0 and 6+ 2 0, such that the integral in (3) is absolutely convergent for x(3) (the real part of s) in the interval [6-, 6+], for all z E E, A E C . We shall assume that 6-# 0 # 6,; this will be the case when the measures H ( z , A x .) have tails which are uniformly dominated by negative exponential measures with coefficients 6-and 6+. This assumption holds for :
he example we consider in Section 5. Notice that H ( 0 ) = Q, the kernel of { X, 1 fb> 0 . in which @+ (3) and its inverse is analytic and bounded as a function of 3 in %(s) 2 6-(i.e., the right half of the complex plane plus a strip), and @-(3) is analytic and bounded as a function of 3 in %(s) 5 6+ (i.e., the left half of the complex plane plus a strip). We shall refer to the properties of the function @+(s) in the region SZ(3) < 6-also. In this case, we are referring to the analytic continuation of O+(s) in this region.
As a normalization condition, we further assume that Normally a spectral factorization would also have the properties that @I1($) is analytic and bounded as a function of s in %(s) 2 6-. In the present case OT1(s) has this sort of property but OZ'(3) does not because it has a pole at the origin. This minor transgression does not inhibit the Wiener-Hopf method [22] from applying in the present case. An alternative characterization of this factorization is that E{ ,-VosS. , X m E A } = ( q ( s ) ) ( A ) ,
where we define E{R; B} = E{RXB}, for any random variable R and event B, with XB denoting the function (random variable) which takes the value 1 on B and equals zero elsewhere. Notice that the solution is expressed purely in terms of @T1(s). Note also that although the domain of ( 5 ) is W(3) 2 0, the singularities of OT'(s) which lies in W(3) < 0 will prove to be of critical significance in the sequel. The pole or the aero or both can be at 00 or 0, but in this paper we can restrict consideration to the case where 0 < l8(,1<1 < 00 and 8 # $. In this case, an elementary factor which takes the value I at the origin takes the form where f E S and p E T. Since S and T are onedimensional the choice of f and p does not affect F because it is normalized by the factor p f (defined in $3.1) in the quotient of its definition. The notation f Q p denotes the tensor product of f and p which is defined in this context to be the kernel The exact spectral factorization can seldom be obtained. Nevertheless, the factorization can be used to derive an approximation in several ways. The technique we introduced in [2,3] is suitable for queues with high load. In this section we describe an extension of this approach which is, in the cases we have investigated numerically, sufficiently accurate, for dimensioning purposes, over the full range of server utilization.
As discussed in the introduction, it is known that under quite general conditions P{V= 2 t}e-'*' + c as t + 00 for some real number c. (Note that s* is negative.) In this section we outline a proof of this limit, and we show how s* can be computed. We shall also describe by a moment matching argument for calculating c.
In [2,3] we used a single, dominant, elementary factor from a product representation of Or'(s) as an approximation for a:' (.).
In this paper we still use an elementary factor with a pole of similar form (same location and same characteristic space) to the zero of O+(s) which lies closest to 0. This zero is referred to as the dominant zero. Note that a aero of O+(s) becomes a pole in @T1(s) and conversely. The exact form of the aero of O+(s) (its location and its characteristic space) can be determined by examination of @(s); this means that we do not need to compute O+(s) in order to completely characterize its zero. In order to fully define the elementary factor, denoted here by E(s), we also need information about its zero. In An elementary factor is uniquely identified, up to multiplication by a kernel, by the location and characteristic spaces of its aero and pole. The inverse of an elementary factor is also an elementary factor, and it is useful to note that the inverse of a function such as F in (6) can be obtained simply by interchanging 8 and g. The kernels we consider in this paper are not rational and 80 we cannot expect OT' to be representable as a finite product of elementary factors. Nevertheless, it will be useful to express 0;' as a product of an elementary factor and another non elementary factor. If the elementary factor is chosen appropriately it can be regarded as an approximation to Oil. Recalling that OZ'(s) is bounded in R(s) < 0, by (4), this aero will also be the aero of O+(s) which lies closest to the imaginary axis, and hence the function @T'(s) will have a simple pole at this location with characteristic space of dimension 1 and the function s I-+ (s -s*)OT'(s) must be analytic in a region of the form R(s) > < for some < such that R(<) < s*.
We shall denote by A* a vector of unit length in the characteristic space of the pole of OT'(s) at s*. The existence of this pole of @T1(s) at s* explains why this zero of O(s) has a dominant influence on the tail of the distribution of V,. Note that A* is also a vector of unit length in the characteristic space of the Bero of @(s) at s*, i.e. A* satisfies n*O(s*) = 0.
The Tail is Exponential
Let 1 denote the function from E to R which is iden- 
An Approximation for c
In [3] we simply used (in effect) 1 or p as an estimate for c . This was shown to be asymptotically accurate for high load because actually c -+ 1 as p -+ 1. Simulation experiments indicate that this overestimates c for low load.
A method for improving on this estimate by using a truncation of a series for O;'(S) has been described in [4] . In this paper we describe a simpler method (a sort of moment matching technique) which seems to produce a formula of similar accuracy. In the new method we substitute the approximate solution on the RHS in equation (1) to obtain approximate stationary distributions on the left and the right. By requiring that these two stationary distributions have the same mean, we obtain a single equation in a single unknown, which we can then solve to obtain an approximate value for the free parameter.
A Gaussian Queueing Model
In [4] we introduced the Gaussian traffic model and presented performance results for a single server queue fed by a Gaussian net input process. Here we derive the formula for s* given in [4] and use a new approach to derive a formula for ' E. The resulting formula is simpler but appears to give similar numerical values.
Model Description
Let Z denote the set of integers, and assume that the net input process, denoted (Y,,),,,-z, is a stationary, ergodic, Gaussian discrete-time stochastic process. Any such process has a one sided moving average where we have used (11). It follows that s* = 2m/(u2 + 2 s ) < 0.
(18)
As required, a ( 0 ) = a ( s * ) = 1, and a ( s ) # 0 for other values of s.
The Approximation for c
~( u ) ( A )
= e"zp(dz).
(13)
Recalling the definition of R* at the end of Subsection 4.1, by (12) and (17), we obtain In the case where p = 7 6 ,~ we obtain the more explicit result: These formulae appear to assert that (1) E is an a p proximation for c, and (2) the joint probability measure of X, and V, is a mixture of two separate cases:
An appropriate form for v(s) is therefore 
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one in which V, = 0 and one in which V, > 0. F'uthermore, in each separate case V, and X, are (conditionally) independent. We must recall that (19) is only approximately correct, and the sense in which it is approximately correct is fairly loose. One glaring defect in (20) is the fact that the RHS can take negative values for some choices of the set A. Equations (20) and (21) 
The Statistics of V,
Having formulae for s* and E , we can approximate the distribution of V , by P{V, > t } w ;e8**.
Consequently, the mean is approximated by E{V,} = --L.
S* (25) Let t, be the pth percentile of the stationary distribution of V, . Assuming i: > 1 -p/100, we obtain t, w -In((l-1 p/IOO)/E).
S*
If E 5 1 -p/100 then t, = 0.
These results have been tested by simulations. Simulation results obtained over a wide range of parameter values agree with their analytical counterparts.
A Queue with Autoregressive Input
Consider the case where A, is a first-order autoregressive process, i.e.,
I
A, = aA,-1 +bun, 
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